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Dance and the Music of J. S. Bach

2009-01-27

a unique study of dance forms and rhythms in the baroque composer s repertoire stylized dance music and music based on dance
rhythms pervade bach s compositions although the music of this very special genre has long been a part of every serious
musician s repertoire little has been written about it the original edition of this book addressed works that bore the names of
dances a considerable corpus in this expanded version of their practical and insightful study meredith little and natalie jenne
apply the same principles to the study of a great number of bach s works that use identifiable dance rhythms but do not bear
dance specific titles part i describes french dance practices in the cities and courts most familiar to bach the terminology and
analytical tools necessary for discussing dance music of bach s time are laid out part ii presents the dance forms that bach
used annotating all of his named dances little and jenne draw on choreographies harmony theorists writings and the music of
many seventeenth and eighteenth century composers in order to arrive at a model for each dance type additionally in appendix a
all of bach s named dances are listed in convenient tabular form included are the bwv number for each piece the date of
composition the larger work in which it appears the instrumentation and the meter appendix b supplies the same data for pieces
recognizable as dance types but not named as such more than ever this book will stimulate both the musical scholar and the
performer with a new perspective at the rhythmic workings of bach s remarkable repertoire of dance based music

Add on Bach

2013-03-16

what liberties might j s bach have taken with his own keyboard works how might he have embroidered or expanded his own pieces
while musicians from earlier eras unabashedly answered those questions such as charles gounod in 1853 with his ave maria on
the c major prelude and louis victor saar in 1932 and ruggero vene in 1941 with their additions to the two part inventions
our current urtext generation still seems generally reluctant to add anything to the score the present volume purports to
counter such literalism re ignite creative interaction with bach s text and expand performance practice horizons by exploring
the concepts of added lines chorales continuo parts durchga nge lead ins da capo verzierungen ornamented lines on the
repetition of a section or piece original codettas and original preludes adding notes to bach doesn t have to be limited to an
occasional trill or mordent bach was prolific and daring why shouldn t modern keyboardists have the same spirit of adventure

The Routledge Research Companion to Johann Sebastian Bach

2016-11-25

the ashgate research companion to johann sebastian bach provides an indispensable introduction to the bach research of the
past thirty fifty years it is not a lexicon providing information on all the major aspects of bach s life and work such as the
oxford composer companion j s bach nor is it an entry level research tool aimed at those making a beginning of such studies the
valuable essays presented here are designed for the next level of bach research and are aimed at masters and doctoral
students as well as others interested in coming to terms with the current state of bach research each author covers three
aspects within their specific subject area firstly to describe the results of research over the past thirty fifty years
concentrating on the most significant and controversial such as the debate over smend s nba edition of the b minor mass blume s
conclusions with regard to bach s religion in the wake of the new chronology rifkin s one to a vocal part interpretation the
rediscovery of the berlin singakademie manuscripts in kiev the discovery of hitherto unknown manuscripts and documents and the
re evaluation of previously known sources secondly each author provides a critical analysis of current research being
undertaken that is exploring new aspects reinterpreting earlier assumptions and or opening up new methodologies for example
martin w b jarvis has suggested that anna magdalena bach composed the cello suites and contributed to other works of her
husband another controversial hypothesis whose newly proposed forensic methodology requires investigation on the other
hand research into bach s knowledge of the lutheran chorale tradition is currently underway which is likely to shed more light
on the composer s choices and usage of this tradition thirdly each author identifies areas that are still in need of
investigation and research

Commentaries on the Cantatas of Johann Sebastian Bach

2024-05-01

internationally recognized bach authority hans joachim schulze authored a 225 part series on the cantatas of johann
sebastian bach in this collection james a brokaw ii translates a selection of the essays illuminating a wide range of
biographical and cultural features of bach s life and creative milieu schulze s lively and engaging discussions provide a wealth
of rewarding insights and perspectives focusing on individual cantatas their texts and the questions of chronology and
context that attend them the university of illinois press has paired the volume with a special web based companion overseen by
the translator and hosted by the illinois open publishing network this online resource includes brokaw s translations of all
225 of schulze s essays alongside digital tools for searching sorting and bundling the commentaries according to date of
composition position within the liturgical church year sequence and librettist

Johann Sebastian Bach

2002

now available in paperback this landmark biography was first published in 2000 to mark the 250th anniversary of j s bach s
death written by a leading bach scholar this book presents a new picture of the composer christoph wolff demonstrates the
intimate connection between bach s life and his music showing how the composer s superb inventiveness pervaded his career as a
musician composer performer scholar and teacher

Bach's Goldberg Variations

2018-03-29
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read along or enhanced ebook johann gottlieb goldberg is a young servant in the employ of count keyserlingk a talented
musician the boy secretly practices playing the harpsichord at night when the count discovers goldberg one evening he
challenges goldberg to combine all the harpsichord music he s learned and to throw in a riddle in a panic goldberg turns to
johann sebastian bach for the perfect piece of music to appease the count stylized illustrations include elements from the
baroque period for families teachers and curious music lovers of all ages

Johann Sebastian Bach's Art of Fugue

2013-12-06

this book by a leading bach performer is designed to provide a practical guide to the performance of the art of fugue

Johann Sebastian Bach's Christmas Oratorio

2016-08-04

in the last decades of the 17th century the feast of christmas in lutheran germany underwent a major transformation when
theologians and local governments waged an early modern war on christmas discouraging riotous pageants and
carnivalesque rituals in favor of more personal and internalized expressions of piety christmas rituals such as the heilig
christ plays and the rocking of the child kindelwiegen were abolished and christian devotion focused increasingly on the
metaphor of a birth of christ in the human heart john sebastian bach s christmas oratorio composed in 1734 both reflects this
new piety and conveys the composer s experience living through this tumult during his own childhood and early career markus
rathey s book is the first thorough study of this popular masterpiece in english while giving a comprehensive overview of the
christmas oratorio as a whole the book focuses on two themes in particular the cultural and theological understanding of
christmas in bach s time and the compositional process that led bach from the earliest concepts to the completed piece the
cultural and religious context of the oratorio provides the backdrop for rathey s detailed analysis of the composition in
which he explores bach s compositional practices for example his reuse and parodies of movements that had originally been
composed for secular cantatas the book analyzes bach s original score and sheds new light on the way bach wrote the piece
how he shaped musical themes and how he revised his initial ideas into the final composition

Bach's Cello Suites, Volumes 1 and 2

2007-05-10

j s bach s suites for unaccompanied cello are among the most cherished and frequently played works in the entire literature of
music and yet they have never been the subject of a full length music analytical study the musical examples herein include every
note of all movements so one needs no separate copy of the music while reading the book and undertakes both basic analyses
harmonic reduction functional harmonic analysis step progression analysis form analysis and syntagmatic and paradigmatic
melodic analysis and specialized analyses for some of the individual movements allen winold presents a comprehensive study
intended not only for cellists but also for other performers music theorists music educators and informed general readers

Delphi Masterworks of Johann Sebastian Bach (Illustrated)

2018-01-26

a german composer organist harpsichordist violist and violinist of the baroque era johann sebastian bach is now generally
regarded as one of the greatest composers of all time celebrated as the creator of the brandenburg concertos the well
tempered clavier the mass in b minor and countless other masterpieces of church and instrumental music bach s sublime skill was
his ability to adapt and perfect the principal styles and forms of previous generations delphi s great composers series offers
concise illustrated guides to the life and works of our greatest composers analysing the masterworks of each composer these
interactive ebooks include links to popular streaming services allowing you to listen to the pieces of music you are reading
about evaluating the masterworks of each composer you will explore the development of their works tracing how they
changed the course of music history whether a classical novice or a cultivated connoisseur this series offers an intriguing
overview of the world s most famous and iconic compositions this volume presents bach s masterworks in succinct detail with
informative introductions accompanying illustrations and the usual delphi bonus features version 1 concise and informative
overview of bach s masterworks learn about the classical pieces that made bach a celebrated composer links to popular
streaming services free and paid allowing you to listen to the masterpieces you are reading about features a special complete
compositions section with an index of bach s complete works and links to popular streaming services includes six biographies
explore bach s intriguing musical and personal life please visit delphiclassics com to browse through our range of exciting
ebooks contents the masterworks toccata and fugue in d minor bwv 565 violin concerto no 2 in e major bwv 1042 cello suite
no 1 in g major bwv 1007 brandenburg concerto no 1 in f major bwv 1046 the well tempered clavier book 1 bwv 846
concerto for two violins in d minor bwv 1043 herz und mund und tat und leben bwv 147 violin concerto in a minor bwv 1041
singet dem herrn ein neues lied bwv 225 st matthew passion bwv 244 orchestral suite no 3 in d major bwv 1068 wachet auf
ruft uns die stimme bwv 140 christmas oratorio bwv 248 concerto for violin and oboe in c minor bwv 1060r harpsichord
concerto no 4 bwv 1055 goldberg variations bwv 988 great eighteen chorale preludes bwv 651 668 mass in b minor bwv
232 complete compositions index of bach s compositions the biographies johann sebastian bach his life art and work by johann
nikolaus forkel bach by reginald lane poole bach by c f abdy williams the culmination of german protestant music johann
sebastian bach by edward dickinson john sebastian bach by harriette brower johann sebastian bach by louis c elson please visit
delphiclassics com to learn more about our wide range of exciting titles

Bach and Mozart

2019

interpretive and biographical essays by a major authority on bach and mozart probe for clues to the driving forces and
experiences that shaped the character and the extraordinary artistic achievements of these iconic composers
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Techniques of Expansion in the Preludes and Fugues of J.S. Bach

1986

dr lawrence golan s edition of bach s masterpieces for solo violin combines the authenticity and accuracy of a scholarly
urtext edition with the practicality and helpfulness of a performing edition a facsimile of bach s autograph manuscript was
used in the preparation of this edition and the composer s intentions have been preserved to the last detail of particular note is
the fact that all stems have been beamed together as they appear in the autograph manuscript this is of great importance when
making interpretive decisions regarding dotted rhythms helpful fingering and bowing suggestions are provided by the editor but
are clearly distinguished from bach s original notation allowing the performer the freedom to accept or reject any given
suggestion the volume comes complete with dr golan s essay performing bach dotted rhythms and trills in the sonatas and
partitas for solo violin which also includes scholarly discussions of vibrato fingerings bowing styles and ritardandos in
baroque music the inclusion of this comprehensive study of baroque performance practices makes this edition a must for any
violinist interested in performing the bach sonatas and partitas in an historically informed manner

Bach: Three Sonatas and Three Partitas for Solo Violin

2010-10-07

this last in a two volume study examines bach s musical compositional development in his later years including his time at
c�then and leipzig

The Creative Development of Johann Sebastian Bach, Volume II: 1717-1750

2007

johann sebastian bach s works are often classified along the lines of sacred versus secular while this distinction is fraught
with problems it seems to provide a useful way to distinguish between bach s vocal works for the liturgy and those that
were written to honor courts and members of the nobility but even there the lines cannot be drawn that clearly the political
and social systems of bach s time relied on religion as an ideological foundation and public displays of political power almost
always included religious rituals and thus required some form of sacred music social constructs such as class and gender
were also embedded in religious frameworks the book analyzes public manifestations of the social order during bach s time in
large scale celebrations processions public performances and visual displays by analyzing selected cantatas the book
explores how bach s music functioned as an agent of affective communication within rituals such as the installation of the
town council and as a place where socio political norms were perpetuated and in a few cases even challenged

Bach in the World

2022

j s bach s 250 extant organ works represent the greatest body of music for the pipe organ and during his lifetime bach was able
to combine great virtuosity daring passages for the feet as well as the hands with bold dramatic gestures to produce music
that dazzled contemporary audiences in this book leading musicologist george b stauffer shows that bach focused steadily on
organ composition for more than fifty years and that his unending quest for novelty innovation and refinement resulted in
pieces that continue to reward and awe listeners today

J. S. Bach

2024

this volume draws together a collection of robin a leaver s essays on bach s sacred music exploring the religious aspects of
this repertoire through consideration of three core themes liturgy hymnology and theology rooted in a rich understanding of
the historical sources the book illuminates the varied ways in which bach s sacred music was informed and shaped by the
religious ritual and intellectual contexts of his time placing these works in the wider history of protestant church music
during the baroque era including research from across a span of forty years the chapters in this volume have been significantly
revised and expanded for this publication with several pieces appearing in english for the first time together they offer an
essential compendium of the work of a leading scholar of theological bach studies

Bach Studies

2021-03-30

this book a offers a multitude of provocative new perspectives on one of the most iconic composers in the western classical
tradition its collective rethinking of some of our most cherished narratives and deeply held beliefs about johann sebastian bach
will allow readers to see the man in a new light and to hear his music with new ears

Rethinking Bach

2021

in the eighteenth century the universal harmony of god s creation and the perfection of the unity 1 1 were philosophically
morally and devotionally significant ruth tatlow employs theoretical evidence and practical demonstrations to explain how
and why bach used numbers in his published compositions
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Bach's Numbers

2015-08-06

this is the only english translation of this important book by the world s most distinguished bach scholar

The Cantatas of J.S. Bach

2005

heiner ruland charts a practical path towards a deepened musical understanding illuminating the panorama of humanity s
musical past indicating what may happen and needs to happen to music in the immediate and more distant future the implications
of this book for composition musical education and therapy are immense the author shows how the fundamental elements of
music embody distinctive modes of consciousness he examines the musical systems of ancient humanity and goes on to draw a
vivid picture of our contemporary musical situation this seminal work is more than a theoretical treatise on the nature of
music but a book to be understood and experienced through musical practice

Expanding Tonal Awareness

2014

while the study and redefinition of the notion of authorship and its relationship to the idea of the literary work have played a
central role in recent research on literature semiotics and related disciplines its impact on contemporary musicology is still
limited why what implications would a reconsideration of the author and work concepts have on our understanding of the
creative musical processes why would such a re examination of these regulative concepts be necessary could it emerge from a
post structuralist revision of the notion of musical textuality in this book trillo takes the bach project a collection of new
music based on johann sebastian bach s partita no 1 for solo violin bwv 1002 as a point of departure to sketch some critical
answers to these fundamental questions raise new ones and explore their musicological implications

Death and (Re) Birth of J.S. Bach

2018-11-20

the second son of johann sebastian bach c p e bach was an important composer in his own right as well as a writer and
performer on keyboard instruments he composed roughly a thousand works in all the leading genres of the period with the
exception of opera and haydn mozart and beethoven all acknowledged his influence he was also the author of a two volume
encyclopedic book about performance on keyboard instrument c p e bach and his music have always been the subject of
significant scholarship and publication but interest has sharply increased over the past two or three decades from performers
as well as music historians this volume incorporates important writings not only on the composer and his chief works but
also on theoretical issues and performance questions the focus throughout is on relatively recent scholarship otherwise
available only in hard to access sources

C.P.E. Bach

2017-07-05

the keyboard music of j s bach provides an introduction to and comprehensive discussion of all the music for harpsichord and
other stringed keyboard instruments by johann sebastian bach 1685 1750 often played today on the modern piano these works
are central not only to the western concert repertory but to musical pedagogy and study throughout the world intended as
both a practical guide and an interpretive study the book consists of three introductory chapters on general matters of
historical context style and performance practice followed by fifteen chapters on the individual works treated in roughly
chronological order the works discussed include all of bach s individual keyboard compositions as well as those comprising
his famous collections such as the well tempered clavier the english and french suites and the art of fugue

The Keyboard Music of J.S. Bach

2013-05-13

this book is a concise guide to the harmony of bach s chorales for advanced level music students equipping them with the
knowledge and understanding to complete their own chorale harmonisations with confidence and accuracy bach s practice in
harmonising chorales is explored throughout the book from the basics of four part writing to the complexities of chromatic
harmony

Harmonising Bach Chorales

2016-09-05

this new investigation of the brandenburg concertos explores musical social and religious implications of bach s treatment of
eighteenth century musical hierarchies by reference to contemporary music theory to alternate notions of the meaning of
concerto and to various eighteenth century conventions of form and instrumentation the book argues that the brandenburg
concertos are better understood not as an arbitrary collection of unrelated examples of pure instrumental music but rather
as a carefully compiled and meaningfully organized set it shows how bach s concertos challenge as opposed to reflect
existing musical and social hierarchies careful consideration of lutheran theology and bach s documented understanding of it
reveals however that his music should not be understood to call for progressive political action one important message of
lutheranism and in this interpretation of bach s concertos is that in the next world the heavenly one the hierarchies of the
present world will no longer be necessary bach s music more likely instructs its listeners how to think about and spiritually
cope with contemporary hierarchies than how to act upon them in this sense contrary to currently accepted views bach s
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concertos share with his extensive output of vocal music for the lutheran liturgy an essentially religious character

The Social and Religious Designs of J. S. Bach's Brandenburg Concertos

1999-07-01

guides modern performers and scholars through the intricacies of german baroque metric theory via analyses of treatises and
organ music by j s bach and other leading composers such as buxtehude bruhns and weckman

Tempo and Tactus in the German Baroque

2021

the dk eyewitness travel guide estonia latvia and lithuania is your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world the
fully updated guide includes unique cutaways floorplans and reconstructions of the must see sites plus street by street
maps of all the fascinating cities and towns the uniquely visual dk eyewitness travel guide estonia latvia and lithuania will
help you to discover everything region by region from local festivals and markets to day trips around the countryside dk
eyewitness travel guide estonia latvia and lithuania showing you what others only tell you

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania

2015-08-03

this book gives an account of the individual works of one of the greatest composers the first volume of a two volume study
of the music of j s bach covers the earlier part of his composing career 1695 1717 by studying the music chronologically a
coherent picture of the composer s creative development emerges drawing together all the strands of the individual repertoires
e g the cantatas the organ music the keyboard music the volume is divided into two parts covering the early works and the
mature weimar compositions respectively each part deals with four categories of composition in turn large scale keyboard
works preludes fantasias and fugues organ chorales and cantatas within each category the discussion is prefaced by a list of
the works to be considered together with details of their original titles catalogue numbers and earliest sources the study is
thus usable as a handbook on bach s works as well as a connected study of his creative development as indicated by the
subtitle music to delight the spirit borrowed from bach s own title pages richard jones draws attention to another important
aspect of the book not only is it a study of style and technique but a work of criticism an analytical evaluation of bach s
music and an appreciation of its extraordinary qualities it also takes account of the remarkable advances in bach scholarship
that have been made over the last 50 years including the many studies that have appeared relating to various aspects of bach
s early music such as the varied influences to which he was subjected and the problematic issues of dating and authenticity
that arise in doing so it attempts to build up a coherent picture of his development as a creative artist helping us to
understand what distinguishes bach s mature music from his early works and from the music of his predecessors and
contemporaries hence we learn why it is that his later works are instantly recognizable as bachian

The Creative Development of Johann Sebastian Bach, Volume I: 1695-1717

2006-12-21

a concentrated study of johann sebastian bach s creative output and greatest pieces capturing the essence of his art
throughout his life renowned and prolific composer johann sebastian bach articulated his views as a composer in purely
musical terms he was notoriously reluctant to write about his life and work instead he methodically organized certain pieces
into carefully designed collections these benchmark works all of them without parallel or equivalent produced a steady
stream of transformative ideas that stand as paradigms of bach s musical art in this companion volume to his pulitzer prize
finalist biography johann sebastian bach the learned musician leading bach scholar christoph wolff takes his cue from his
famous subject wolff delves deeply into the composer s own rich selection of collected music cutting across conventional
boundaries of era genre and instrument emerging from a complex and massive oeuvre bach s musical universe is a focused
discussion of a meaningful selection of compositions from the famous well tempered clavier violin and cello solos and
brandenburg concertos to the st matthew passion art of fugue and b minor mass unlike any study undertaken before this book
details bach s creative process across the various instrumental and vocal genres this array of compositions illustrates the
depth and variety at the essence of the composer s musical art as well as his unique approach to composition as a process of
imaginative research into the innate potential of his chosen material tracing bach s evolution as a composer wolff
compellingly illuminates the ideals and legacy of this giant of classical music in a new refreshing light for everyone from the
amateur to the virtuoso

Bach's Musical Universe: The Composer and His Work

2020-03-24

discover the rich culture and stunning scenery of the baltic states with your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the
world dk eyewitness travel guide estonia latvia and lithuania includes comprehensive coverage of the historic capital cities
of tallinn riga and vilnius the dramatic rural regions dotted with breathtaking lakes and wetlands medieval villages steeped in
tradition and the many folklore festivals lose yourself in the labyrinthine streets of vilnius old town step back in time at
lativia s 18th century rundale palace or explore the quirky cafes and galleries of u�upis lithuania s artists republic
accurate maps and comprehensive practical information help you to navigate each country whilst stunning photography and
insider tips make this your ultimate travelling companion winner of the top guidebook series in the wanderlust reader travel
awards 2017

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania

2017-07-06
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an exploration of bach s motets in the context of the german motet tradition

J. S. Bach and the German Motet

1995-09-28

at one time a star in her own right as a singer anna magdalena 1701 60 would go on to become through her marriage to the
older johann sebastian bach history s most famous musical wife and mother the two musical notebooks belonging to her
continue to live on beloved by millions of pianists young and old yet the pedagogical utility of this music long associated
with the sound of children practicing and mothers listening has encouraged a rosy and one sided view of anna magdalena as a
model of german feminine domesticity sex death and minuets offers the first in depth study of these notebooks and their owner
reanimating anna magdalena as a multifaceted historical subject at once pious and bawdy spirited and tragic in these pages we
follow magdalena from young and flamboyant performer to bereft and impoverished widow and visit along the way the coffee
house the raucous wedding feast and the family home david yearsley explores the notebooks more idiosyncratic entries like its
charming ditties on illicit love and searching ruminations on mortality against the backdrop of the social practices and
concerns that women shared in eighteenth century lutheran germany from status in marriage and widowhood to fulfilling
professional and domestic roles money fashion intimacy and sex and the ever present sickness and death of children and spouses
what emerges is a humane portrait of a musician who embraced the sensuality of song and the uplift of the keyboard a
sometimes ribald wife and oft bereaved mother who used her cherished musical notebooks for piety and play humor and devotion
for living and for dying

Sex, Death, and Minuets

2019-07-09

drawing upon a rich array of sources from archives in leipzig dresden and halle tanya kevorkian illuminates culture in leipzig
before and during j s bach s time in the city working with these sources she has been able to reconstruct the contexts of
baroque and pietist cultures at key periods in their development much more specifically than has been done previously kevorkian
shows that high baroque culture emerged through a combination of traditional frameworks and practices and an infusion of
change that set in after 1680 among other forms of change new secular arenas appeared influencing church music and
provoking reactions from pietists who developed alternative meeting networking and liturgical styles the book focuses on the
everyday practices and active roles of audiences in public religious life it examines music performance and reception from the
perspectives of both ordinary people and elites church services are studied in detail providing a broad sense of how people
behaved and listened to the music kevorkian also reconstructs the world of patronage and power of city councillors and
clerics as they interacted with other leipzig inhabitants thereby illuminating the working environment of j s bach telemann and
other musicians in addition kevorkian reconstructs the social history of pietists in leipzig from 1688 to the 1730s

Baroque Piety: Religion, Society, and Music in Leipzig, 1650-1750

2017-07-05

an exploration of polyphony and the perspective it offers on our own polyphonic brains polyphony the interweaving of
simultaneous sounds is a crucial aspect of music that has deep implications for how we understand the mind in polyphonic minds
peter pesic examines the history and significance of polyphonicity of many voicedness in human experience pesic presents the
emergence of western polyphony its flowering its horizons and the perspective it offers on our own polyphonic brains when we
listen to polyphonic music how is it that we can hear several different things at once how does a single mind experience those
things as a unity a motet a fugue rather than an incoherent jumble pesic argues that polyphony raises fundamental issues for
philosophy theology literature psychology and neuroscience all searching for the apparent unity of consciousness in the
midst of multiple simultaneous experiences after tracing the development of polyphony in western music from ninth century
church music through the experimental compositions of glenn gould and john cage pesic considers the analogous activity
within the brain the polyphonic music of the hemispheres that shapes brain states from sleep to awakening he discusses how
neuroscientists draw on concepts from polyphony to describe the neural orchestra of the brain pesic s story begins with
ancient conceptions of god s mind and ends with the polyphonic personhood of the human brain and body an enhanced e book
edition allows the sound examples to be played by a touch

Polyphonic Minds

2022-09-13

published in cooperation with the american bach society

The Organs of J.S. Bach

2012-04-02

the organs of j s bach is a comprehensive and fascinating guide to the organs encountered by bach throughout germany in his
roles as organist concert artist examiner teacher and visitor newly revised and updated the book s entries are listed
alphabetically by geographical location from arnstadt to zschortau providing an easy to reference overview includes
detailed organ specific information high quality color photographs each instrument s history its connection to bach and its
disposition as bach would have known it architectural histories of the churches housing the instruments identification of
church organists lynn edwards butler s graceful translation of christoph wolff and markus zepf s volume incorporates new
research and many corrections and updates to the original german edition bibliographical references are updated to include
english language sources and the translation includes an expanded essay by christoph wolff on bach as organist organ
composer and organ expert the volume includes maps a timeline of organ related events transcriptions of bach s organ reports
a guide to examining organs attributed to saxony s most famous organ builder gottfried silbermann and biographical
information on organ builders publication of this volume is supported by the american bach society
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The Organs of J.S. Bach

2011-04-30

bach s johannine theology the st john passion and the cantatas for spring 1725 is a fertile examination of this group of
fourteen surviving liturgical works renowned bach scholar eric chafe begins his investigation into bach s theology with the
composer s st john passion concentrating on its first and last versions beyond providing a uniquely detailed assessment of the
passion bach s johannine theology is the first work to take the work beyond the scope of an isolated study considering its
meaning from a variety of musical and historical standpoints chafe thereby uncovers a range of theological implications
underlying bach s creative approach itself building considerably on his previous work chafe here expands his methodological
approach to bach s vocal music by arguing for a multi layered approach to religion in bach s compositional process chafe
bases this approach primarily on two aspects of bach s theology first the specific features of johannine theology which
contrast with the more narrative approach found in the synoptic gospels matthew mark luke and second contemporary
homiletic and devotional writings material that is not otherwise easily accessible and less so in english translation bach s
johannine theology provides an unprecedented enlightening exploration of the theological and liturgical contexts within which
this music was first heard

J. S. Bach's Johannine Theology

2014-04

this book explores the dramatic thrust of each of bach s four major works for choir and orchestra christmas oratorio st
john passion st matthew passion and mass in b minor it guides the reader movement by movement through each work with an
integrated presentation of commentary and text translation that pays particular attention to the interaction of text and
music suggesting reasons for bach s musical choices

J.S. Bach's Major Works for Voices and Instruments

2005

originally composed in weimar and later revised in leipzig j s bach s chorale preludes have been a source of some puzzlement
however bach scholar anne leahy argues that through the careful examination of the links among the music hymn texts and
theological sources some answers may be had in her book leahy considers the critical relationship between the texts of the
hymns and their relationship to the chorales outlining a theological pattern vital to fully grasping the guiding philosophy of
these compositions j s bach s leipzig chorale preludes music text theology is ideally suited for bach scholars and those with a
general interest in the intricate relationship between text and music in the composition of religious music

J. S. Bach's 'Leipzig' Chorale Preludes

2011-10-10
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